
 
 

 
 

Source Matrix 
 

 A source (or synthesis) matrix is the use of a thematically organized table to impose an 
order on a set of sources. They are primarily used during the writing of literature reviews, but 
they can also be used while studying for qualifying exams that require writing about a large 
number of sources. They are useful in a number of ways, but primarily by: providing an easy 
way to take a bird’s eye view of literature; allowing patterns in literature to be recognized across 
sources; and, having a resource of notes that can be plugged into literature reviews while writing.  
 
 Typically, the table is formed by dedicating the far-left column to providing a full or 
partial citation of the sources and the remaining columns to themes as seen in the example below. 

Then, the columns can be filled with notes, direct quotes from the sources, or just a key word 
that describes the view or category a specific source falls into in relation to a theme. It can be 
useful to utilize key words because then columns can be sorted by the key words, giving you a 
clear view of how the other themes do or do not track with a specific sub-theme. Creating key 
words also asks you to define potential sub-themes, something that should be refined the more 



  

  

you add and use the matrix. This generative process will help when it comes to outlining and 
structuring the literature review. Below is an example of a use of key words within thematic 
columns with limited notes. Remember, you can also add notes along with key words, just be 
sure to have the key words start every column. 

 
To sort the above example, select the column, then select sort A-Z, expand the selection when 
prompted, and watch the sources shift. Then, you’d be able to see if there’s any connection 
between Vulnerability Management and AI Fields. 
 
A few other important points about source matrices: 
 

• Method and methodology are two common themes 
• Themes often become major sections and sub-themes to subsections in written reviews 
• Starting a matrix early, even when you are unsure of themes, makes it a tool for 

understanding literature better by thinking of larger conversations and classifications 
• Don’t be afraid of changing themes or adding more than the usual P-Q 

 
For more information, see Feak, Christine B, and John M Swales. Telling a Research Story: 
Writing a Literature Review. The Michigan Series in English for Academic & Professional 
Purposes. Ann Arbor, Mich.: University of Michigan Press, WXXY. 
 
  


